
HAPPY 
by Pharrell, 2013

Ukulele arrangement by Cynthia Lin, http://cynthialin.com/ukulele 

INTRO F//// 
            d du - d d -  u udu - d du 
VERSE 1 F/ + scratch island strum x 2                     [ F      - Bb  - C        - Bb   ] 
   It might seem crazy what I'm about to say  
   Sunshine she's here, you can take a break    I'm a 
   hot air balloon up in outer space       in the 
  air like I don't care, baby by the way     Because I'm 

CHORUS (chucking island strum) 
                  Dbmaj7                 Cm7                    Eb               F 
   happy, Clap along  if you feel like a  room without a   roof 
 Because I'm  happy, Clap along  if you feel like happiness is the   truth 
 Because I'm  happy, Clap along  if you know what happiness is to   you 
 Because I'm  happy, Clap along  if you feel like  that's what you want to  do 

            d du - d d -  u udu - d du 
VERSE 2 F/ + scratch island strum x2         [ F      - Bb  - C        - Bb   ] 
   Here comes bad news talking this and that    (Yeah) 
   Give me all you got, don't hold back        (Yeah) 
   I should probably warn you, I'll be just fine    (Yeah) 
   No offense to you, don't waste your time  Here's why, because I'm 

REPEAT CHORUS 

BRIDGE F/ + scratch island strum x2       F/ + scratch island strum x2  
   Bring me  down, can't nothing  Bring me down, my love is too high 
   Bring me  down, can't nothing  Bring me down, my love is too 
  Happy happy happy happy  Happy happy happy happy  
  F/ + scratch island strum x2       F/ + scratch x1 X (hit the chuck) 
  Happy happy happy happy  Happy happy  happy Because I'm 

REPEAT CHORUS 
MODIFY LAST LINE FOR ENDING 
   Dbmaj7/                Cm7/                    Eb/               nc - F/  
 Because I'm happy, Clap along  if you feel like  that's what you want to  do
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